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PO (Program Outcome)

Department of Sanskrit U. G. Students are taught Sanskrit literature in detail and area.
2) Students here study the origin and development of Sanskrit literature. The social and cultural
life reflected in ancient times is also studied here. The study of ancient literature provides an
introduction to the social life of the time. The study of texts like drama, epic, zoological story,
Ramayana, Mahabharata, Muktika, as well as spiritual aspects are studied. This creates social
and political understanding among the students. In addition to that we have to respect and
understand our culture. Also spirituality is cultivated.
3) Students study poetry and Sanskrit grammar. Students have learned the nature of poetry, the
nature of poetry, the purpose of the poem, the interest, the type of words, the metaphor, the art,
the geometry. Through which students can make critical art, Sanskrit conversation. The Sanskrit
pronunciation ability increases.
3) The study of Sanskrit plays provides the knowledge of the social behavior of the time. The
study of Sanskrit drama provides information on political duties and rights. Knowledge of the
rights and duties of the authorities and the citizens as well as the conduct of the citizens.
Literature is the essence of that society, reflecting the life of society. Thus, the study of drama
provides a social, cultural and practical introduction to the present social life. Students can study
and critique current and ancient life.
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PSO (Program Specific Outcome)

3) Examination of any state or national level Public Service Commission such as GPSC / UPS
by acquiring the students with a comprehensive study of Sanskrit Literature by selecting and
selecting Sanskrit as the first or second secondary subject. SCAP will be able to.

3) The student can also take competitive exams of other levels of the state, eg. Talati, village
servant, public servant, various police service exams etc. In all these exams he will find the
knowledge of Sanskrit very useful.
In addition, TETs associated with education can also be present in recruitment of primary and
secondary school teachers of TAT, with supplementary subject matter in Sanskrit. As well as in
private schools can justify secondary Sanskrit subjects.
3) After deep and intensive study of Sanskrit, one can also make a career in such fields as
Temple Management, Reality, Astrology. In addition, a student motivated by Sanskrit ethics and
accountability towards society can also pursue a career in counseling. After studying in Sanskrit,
students will be able to write the content of any website which helps them to have a wealth of
resources.
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CO (Course Outcome)
BA Sem I
Comp. Sanskrit (101): Policy made by Bhartihari:
Students gain knowledge of literature, music, art through ethics. In addition, he teaches morality
lessons by studying the fortitude of destiny, the importance of wealth, the glory of men, the
pursuit of knowledge, the glory of friendship, etc. in ethics. In addition, the lyrics of Nitishwakam
move him to sing. It increases his interest in music or song.
Elective - 1 (101) Srimad Bhagavadgita (Fixed Chapters)
An epic like Mahabharata is introduced. Making it familiar with the history of antiquity. The Gita
becomes familiar with the philosophy of knowledge, karma and devotion.
Elective - 1 (102) Mahakavi Bhasa's dreamy dream drama:
Introduction to Sanskrit Drama literature, introduction to drama origins, development etc.,
various students of the play such as interest, character, dialogue, chromatic abilities, motion etc.
are given insight into the students. Which will also guide him in future higher studies. In addition,
through the study of drama, he will gain knowledge of ancient life style and society or life. Kavi
Bhas is considered to be a psychological playwright. The dream drama is a play based on a
psychological role. It depicts the state of waking and dreaming. This is why the psychological
study of the play becomes important. Psychological understanding increases in the student.

Elective - II (101) Panchatantram (Animal Story):
Study of the origin and development of zoology, characteristics of zoology, etc. The study of
zoology will provide students with an understanding of policy and lifestyle. In addition, the
mainstay of the zoology was to specialize stupid princesses into politics. Thus, the study of
Panchatantra will bring political understanding to the students as well. In addition, the study of
animal fiction will increase its critical thinking ability.

BA Sem II
Comp. Sanskrit - (111) Bhasa Krita Karnabhar solo:
Introduction to various genres of metaphor, origins of drama, features, genres of solitude, etc.
Introduction to the Mahabharata based Karnabhar event. The study of different parts of the play
such as interest, character, dialogue, motion etc. Bhas is considered a psychological playwright.
Hearing loneliness also depends on mental anxiety or stress. This leads to a psychological
understanding of the student. The character is psychologically motivated to study.
Elective - I (111) Srimad Bhagavadgita (fixed chapter)
An epic like Mahabharata is introduced. Making it familiar with the history of antiquity. The Gita
becomes familiar with the philosophy of knowledge, karma and devotion.
Elective - I (112) Kalidas Kriti Raghuvanshyam Epic Surg-1, Experiment with Kri-Geo-Metal:
The emergence and development of the epic, an introduction to the features. Study of Sargha's
story in Raghuvansh Mahavakya VII. Students will have an understanding of the social, cultural,
political and practical wisdom prevalent in ancient times. The study of the various organs of
significance will enhance his critical knowledge. Through the use of geo-metallurgy, students
will increase their knowledge of Sanskrit grammar. This will increase the Sanskrit speaking
ability.
Elective - II (111) Proverbs Animal stories (Stories):
Study of the origin and development of zoology, characteristics of zoology, etc. The study of
zoology will provide students with an understanding of policy and lifestyle. In addition, the
mainstay of the zoology was to specialize stupid princesses into politics. Thus, the study of
Panchatantra will bring political understanding to the students as well. In addition, the study of
animal fiction will increase its critical thinking ability.

B. A. Sem - III
1) Elective - I (201) Introductory Luxury by Jagannath:
An introduction to the form and characteristics of the freedman. Introduction to other literature.
In the Introduction, the poet gives a microcosm of nature. The subtle changes in nature are best
described. Thus, the study of Pranavastavilas will increase the curiosity of deep study of nature.
In addition, the study of Pranavastavilas will enhance the meditation and meditation to
understand the value implied in the other. Thought area will be.
2) Elective - I (202) Mammut composed poetry (Joy - 1):
Compare the creation of the poet and Brahma, the study of the purpose of poetry, the purpose
of poetry, the form of the poem and the ornaments. Through this study, students will gain
knowledge of various elements of poetry such as interest, ornamentation, poetic form. He will be
equipped to do comparative studies with extra literature. Literature will also be studied in terms
of interest, ornament, form, purpose, characteristics.
3) Elective - II (201) Shudrakach Mishrakutamikam (Issue 1 th):
Introduction to Sanskrit Drama literature, introduction to drama origins, development etc.,
various students of the play such as interest, character, dialogue, chromatic abilities, motion etc.
are given insight into the students. Which will also guide him in future higher studies. In addition,
through the study of drama, he will gain knowledge of ancient life style and society or life. Soil is
a metaphor of chapter type. Thus the student will be familiar with the features of the metaphor.
Soil is a metaphor of chapter type. Thus the student will be familiar with the features of the
metaphor.
B. A. Sem - IV
1) Elective - I (211) 'Ratnavali' plays by Shri
Introduction to Sanskrit Drama literature, introduction to drama origins, development etc.,
various students of the play such as interest, character, dialogue, chromatic abilities, motion etc.
are given insight into the students. Which will also guide him in future higher studies. In addition,
through the study of drama, he will gain knowledge of ancient life style and society or life.
2) Elective - I (212) Mammut composed poetry (exultation - 1):

3) Elective - II (212) Shudrakas (8th, 3rd):

Introduction to Sanskrit drama literature, introduction to drama origins, development etc.,
various students of the play such as interest, character, dialogue, stage ability, motion etc. are
given insight into the students. Which will also guide him in future higher studies. In addition,
through the study of drama, he will gain knowledge of ancient life style and society or life. Soil is
a metaphor of chapter type. The student will thus be familiar with the features of the chapter as
a form of metaphor. Soil is a metaphor of chapter type. Thus the student will be familiar with the
features of the metaphor.

